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National Honor Society Inducts 63 New Members into Aquinas Chapter
Every year, the Rice Auditorium
holds its own version of the
Oscars. Dozens of smiling, welldressed honorees are called up on
stage, one by one, in a special
ceremony held to celebrate their
achievements. The guests of
honor, however, are not
Hollywood stars; they are new
inductees into the National
Honor Society. Few institutions
exist that regard members’
character as highly as his or her
accomplishments. This, however,
is what makes the National
Honor Society so exceptional and
prestigious. This year, 63 new
students added their names to a
long list of impressive inductees
to the Aquinas Chapter of the
National Honor Society. Each
new member’s induction into
NHS is the culmination of
dedication to excellence that
begins in freshman year. After
nine marking periods, those who
have maintained a GPA of 3.33 or
higher are considered for
induction. As important as such
academic success is towards
becoming a member, however, it is
in fact just the first step. From its
inception in 1921, the National
Honor Society has required its
members to prove their
commitment to the other three

“pillars” of the esteemed
institution: leadership, service,
and character. Thus, applicants
are asked to detail their history of
extracurricular involvement and
past community work. The
applications are then evaluated by
Aquinas Chapter Moderator,
Mrs. Juda.
Then the hard work begins. As is
required for admission into the
Society, each student has to
complete fifteen hours of
volunteer service in their nearby
communities every semester. “The
community service is certainly
important because it allows
members to challenge themselves,”
said Mrs. Juda. It reflects true
hard work to reach out and help
people. Whether it is tutoring
underclassmen, spending time
with elderly home residents, or
helping out the Catholic Worker
House, which delivers food and
assistance to the needy in the
Hartford area, NHS members
put their dedication to service
into action. Once students are
inducted into the National Honor
Society, they must continually
perform fifteen hours of service
each semester in order to remain
a member. Once all parts of the
application process are
completed, each student is
accepted into the society at an
induction ceremony organized by

Juniors Invested in Upperclass
By Logan Lawson

Mrs. Montoney

escorts them for support. The
seniors have been through the
The Junior Investiture, a
process and ceremony of Junior
ceremonial event at Northwest
Investiture already and are the
Catholic, is an important moment true leaders of the
for the members of the Junior
upperclassmen. The ceremony is a
Class. The ceremony establishes
right of passage allowing the
the young men and women as
seniors to have a role in the event
that grants them
the responsibility
of being supporters
as their junior
applicant joins
them in the
position of
upperclassman. A
senior sponsor can
be chosen or
assigned. If a
junior chooses a
senior sponsor, the
senior is usually
Rachel Bournique receives her blessed cross during
very influential to
Junior Investiture.
the junior. As the
upperclassmen of Northwest
pair appears on stage, the bond
Catholic. The students have been
that they share is manifested
molded and shaped for this event
through hugs or amiable
since the minute they set foot into
handshakes. The ceremony is a
Northwest; and they had no
meaningful event that the
knowledge of what was taking
students will remember
place. Northwest Catholic High
throughout their lives. Northwest
School strives for excellence in
Catholic is a school that has faith
academics through the light of
as its base. The ceremony would
faith. Each day the students learn
not be complete without a Mass
new and exciting things that will
incorporated. The Mass focuses
help them to accomplish many
on the suitable way to take
tasks ahead; this ceremony marks responsibility. At the Junior
a climax of their achievements.
Investiture, after Mass, a cross
The Junior Investiture ceremony
that is blessed by the school’s
is a special event for each
chaplain, Father Joseph Crowley,
individual of the Junior Class.
is given to the juniors as a symbol
The individuality of each member
of their faith. The cross also
is symbolized when Mrs.
represents the growth of each
Williamson, the principal of
student’s faith due to his or her
Northwest, calls each student up
attendance at Northwest. The
individually by his or her name.
cross is the perfect memento for a
When students walk across the
ceremony that exhibits the faith
stage of the auditorium, with the
of a student’s life as they mature
whole school community gazing
continued on page 3
upon them, a senior sponsor

Mrs. Juda and the four senior
officers.
The officers of the Aquinas
Chapter, President Nick Calitri,
Vice President Mary Frailey,
Treasurer James Italia, and
Secretary Bridget Daly, represent

Alex McKenzie

By Keelan Ledwidge

the four “pillars” of the NHS.
Their work behind the scenes,
from organizing and decorating
for the ceremony to managing
fund-raising projects, ensures the
Chapter’s success. “The officers
played a pivotal role in
coordinating and organizing the
Induction Ceremony,” said Mrs.
Juda. “I’m very proud of them.”
This year, President Nick Calitri
served as the Master of

Ceremonies as the sixty-three new
members were inducted.“It was
an honor,” said Calitri. “I’m very
proud to be a member of the
NHS, and I was thrilled to
experience the new members’
induction with them.” The
December 13 ceremony
commenced with each new
inductee entering the Rice
Auditorium holding a lit candle.
The students were seated, and
then a brief prayer service led by
the senior members of the
Aquinas Chapter was held.
Afterwards, Calitri and the other
three NHS officers delivered
speeches in which they
congratulated the students while
encouraging them to live up to
core values of the institution.
“They gave some very stirring
speeches,” said Francis Butler ’11,
one of this year’s inductees. “They
certainly exemplify the principles
they represent.” Next, each
student was called on stage while
the officers tooks turns reciting
both their name and a list of
activities that each is involved
with. A certificate was presented
to each student, by Mrs.
Williamson and Mr. Cusson, and
a flower was given to each of
their parents. The inductees then
recited the pledge of the National
Honor Society in which they
promised to “uphold the

purposes of the [NHS] . . . to be
true to the principles for which it
stands . . . [and] to maintain and
encourage high standards of
scholarship, service, leadership,
and character.” Finally, Father
Moran, one of the school’s most
admired religion teachers, gave a
dynamic and instructive speech in
which he addressed the students’
responsibilities as young people
in today’s world. He encouraged
them to stick to their values, and
he assured them that they will “all
become very successful people.”
“He was quite inspiring,” said
Rosa Park ’11, another inductee.
“His speech really made me
think.” “Father Moran gave a
great speech,” said Mrs. Juda. “He
shares my enthusiasm for each
and every one of the new
inductees’ potential for success.
We hope there is a lot to come
from them!”
Though time will tell whether
these Northwest students will be
called on stage to receive even
more prestigious awards in their
future pursuits, one thing is
certain: by working hard and
reaching out beyond themselves,
Northwest National Honor
Society members have taken truly
commendable steps towards
becoming tomorrow’s leaders.
see list of inductees on page 10

Northwest Saves Lives Through Blood Drive
By Meghan Feeney
Every minute of every day,
someone needs blood. The Red
Cross provides approximately 40
percent of the nation’s blood
supply, more than any other
blood bank. As a national
provider, the Red Cross has a
unique responsibility to help
ensure that hospital patients
throughout the U.S. have blood
when they need it. When you
make a blood donation, you join
a very select group. Currently
only 3 out of every 100 people in
America donate blood. In fact,
almost 20 percent of the millions
of donations made each year
come from high schools and
colleges. Northwest Catholic
decided to join that very selective
group by hosting their annual
blood drive that is run by the
Student Council. This year’s
leaders were seniors Mary
Beckerman, Bridget Daly, and
our Student Council president
Patrick Kearney. On November
13th, Northwest hosted its semiannual blood drive. As a leader in
community involvement,
Northwest felt obligated to
donate to a great cause and act as
stewards of God’s creation.
Although we are a seemingly
small community, we are bound
together by the same beliefs of
helping others and ultimately
saving lives. Every two seconds,
someone needs a blood
transfusion and each donation
can help save up to three lives.
With the estimated fifty pints of
blood collected from this year’s
blood drive, Northwest Catholic
alone was able to save nearly 150
lives, a significant contribution to
the American Red Cross. As
students, it is important to

energize your community and tell
others to get involved. Even
though only a small percentage of
students could participate in the
donation process, there are many
other ways to get involved. The
Student Council did their part by
providing drinks and
refreshments for donors, assisting
the Red Cross Volunteers with
any heavy lifting or moving, and
acting as moral supports to those
who donated. Bridget Daly says,
“Student Council’s main job was
to help the Red Cross in any and
all ways. We mainly set up the
appointments and helped bake
things for the cantina-where
people go after they give blood.”
Due to a shortage of Red Cross
workers, the day was a bit backed
up from the start. Nonetheless,
people waited however long they
needed to in order to donate.
When you give blood, those
seventeen years of age or older,
you get a general feeling of
satisfaction and fulfillment
knowing you helped save a life.
Although Coordinator Bridget
Daly was unable to give blood,
she did everything she could to
make the day as successful as
possible and had a wonderful
remark about the day: “I was so
glad to help out. It’s such a great
thing to do, and it is really
important for high school kids to
start giving blood and stick with
it throughout their lives.” This
year, the American Red Cross
altered the requirements to ensure
a healthy, safe, and successful
donation. Due to the loss of
blood and fluid in the body, the
American Red Cross changed the
minimum weight requirements to
correlate with one’s height. The
shorter you are, the more you
have to weigh and vice versa. For

student athletes, however, it is
important to take at least 12
hours of resting time to restore
the fluid balance in your body
before beginning physical activity.
Student athletes could also do
their part by helping out to
ensure the outcome of a
successful day. For those who are
unaware of where the blood is
taken after donation, it is sent to
the Blood Bank where it is tested,
processed, and stored to be
shipped off to various hospitals
that are in need of the blood.
Those who donated for the first
time are sent an American Red
Cross Blood Donor card labeled
with your blood type. Giving
blood is not only vital to cancer
patients and disease-stricken
people, but it is a way to give to
those in need of help. Northwest
has been a part of the blood
donation process for many years
and will continue to save lives as
long as we can. For more
information on the blood
donation process please visit the
American Red Cross website.
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COMMENTARY
LETTER FROM THE DESK OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS
Growth can be manifested in
many ways. Obviously, there is
physical growth. During their
years at Northwest Catholic, our
students grow taller, stronger,
and more mature in appearance.
For the most part, physical
growth happens naturally,
although proper nutrition and
exercise can have a major impact
on physical growth. However, the
greatest area of growth during
the high school years takes place
internally.
As our students approach
adulthood, major changes take
place. Knowledge is a major area
of growth. Knowledge is not
merely facts but it is an

appreciation of the importance of
gaining knowledge, how to
acquire and apply the knowledge
that is learned, and the skills
necessary to express and utilize
the information and abilities
acquired. This includes written
and verbal skills. It also provides
the background for proper
decision making.
The ability to relate to others is
also an area of growth. This is
evidenced not merely by the
improved written and verbal
skills necessary to exhibit their
growth in knowledge, but also by
the ability to communicate
effectively and comfortably with
those around us. The ability to

make friends, care for others,
express thoughts and feelings,
and, to appreciate their role as a
member of a community are all
signs of personal growth.
Spiritual growth is another area
of change that takes place during
the high school years. Students
develop a clearer understanding
of their relationship with God, a
better understanding of their
religion, and a greater
appreciation of its role in their
lives. This understanding gives
meaning to life and expands the
sense of community mentioned
earlier. Morality plays a major
role in proper decision making not just in high school but

throughout adulthood. The
development of a clear sense of
values lays the basis for a life as
a positive member of society.
Similar to physical growth,
some of these other areas of
growth take place naturally.
However, just as exercise and
proper nutrition can enhance
and expedite physical growth,
there are things are we can do
to expand our academic,
personal and spiritual growth.
As we begin the New Year, I
would ask all of you to choose
an area of academic, personal
and spiritual growth that you
would like to improve. Work
toward mastering the skills and

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Strength.When many people
think of this concept, they picture
Ultimate Fighters or muscular
body builders, but what is
strength really? It can be
considered to be the talents we
individually possess. For instance
endurance, speed, agility, etc.
These strengths are important to
our individuality, but true
strength lies deeper than physical
ability. It lies in strength of
character. What truly makes one
a strong person? Is it the ability
to do something that might
otherwise be considered difficult?
Yes. The ability to stand up for

what one believes in is the biggest
strength that any person can
possess, as doing this is the
greatest difficulty that can be
faced in life. If you’re not willing
to stand up for what you believe
in, who is? You may say that it’s
difficult to do this alone, but
sometimes one person is all it
takes. This brings us to another
noun, which like strength, can be
interpreted in many different
ways. Power. This is often
considered to be the capability to
accomplish something. But what
does power mean to us as high
school students? Maybe power is

the ability to come together as one
to fight for a cause. The ability to
put aside our differences,
knowing we’re stronger together
than apart. The ability to get three
hundred students to wear pink,
for the mother of someone that
some of them don’t even know,
now that’s power. This brings to
mind a final connected word.
Hope. There is no conventional
definition that could possibly do
this word justice. Hope is what
keeps us going when it seems as if
all is lost. We don’t always know
what we are capable of in respect
to strength and power, but hope

is something we all have in
common. Whether it’s hope for a
cure, hope for a better tomorrow,
or just hope for world. Hope is
something we can share, through
positive attitudes, through
making a difference. We all need
something to hope for, whether
it’s possibly attainable or not, it’s
what keeps us going when times
are difficult. Sometimes the hope
of millions of people has the
power to make the impossible a
reality. So share your hope with
one another, make a difference in
someone else’s life, by standing up
for what you believe in.

COMMENTARY
“America’s pastime.” It’s a
designation that has been
instinctively awarded to baseball
by countless Americans for over a
century. But why, as the American
sports scene has become
increasingly splintered, does
baseball remain our national
game? Before the existence of cell
phones, computers, video-games,
I-Pods, and even television,
baseball served as one of few
mediums for Americans to
entertain themselves. By the turn
of the twentieth century, children
and teenagers would spend
almost every free moment playing
from dusk ‘til dark. Attending
professional games evolved from
an exclusively male hobby to a
regular family event. Radios
brought the game into almost
every home. It wasn’t just the
thing to do; it was often the only

thing to do. So why, as the
frontier of American sports and
entertainment has continually
expanded, has baseball not faded
into the background? What, you
might ask, truly separates
baseball from all other American
sports? The answer: its
connection to the past. Whereas
other sports are heavily involved
in the “now,” baseball’s history
provides a strong, connection
between the present and the past.
The most casual baseball fan’s
visit to the ballpark consists of
hot dogs, Cracker-jack, The
National Anthem, and the singing
of “Take Me Out to the BallGame” at the Seventh-Inning
Stretch. While most ballparks
have been built or updated to
include numerous modern
amenities, all of these conventions
are fundamental elements of the

ballpark experience, and have
been for over a century. Many of
these traditions go back so far
that historians have found
difficulty in pinpointing their
exact origins. Many historians
argue whether a sausage vendor
invented the hot dog at the
ballpark, and folk legends even
attribute the origin of the Seventh
Inning Stretch to former
President William Howard Taft.
In a society of instant
gratification, great moments in
baseball are not fleeting; they are
permanently etched into baseball
lore. Almost every important
event that takes place today is of
great historical significance. For
example, baseball’s most glorified
records are considered almost
sacred, and the men who set them
are immortalized. In 1973, when
Hank Aaron was pursuing Babe

Ruth’s thirty-eight-year-old
home-run record, a mark that
few believed would ever be
surpassed, he received hundreds
of letters littered with malice and
spite. Baseball also has its own
brand of folklore. For example,
Babe Ruth’s “Called Shot” in
Game 3 of the 1932 World Series
is baseball’s version of the Loch
Ness Monster; did he really “call”
his shot or didn’t he? While
nobody knows for sure, Babe
Ruth’s pointing gesture, which
was followed by a home run, has
sparked an eternal debate. Where
exactly was he pointing? Was he
was pointing at the pitcher, or the
Cubs’ dugout? Was Ruth telling
the truth when he confirmed that
he “called his shot”? Nobody
knows, but we know for sure that
the legend will be disputed for
many years to come.

EDITORIAL COMMENTARY
A bow. What in the world has
more purposes than a bow? It
can be seen on top of a present
on Christmas morning, as a
major fashion accent on the
runway, or something as simple
as the knot holding your shoelace
together. Along with being useful
bows represent a feeling of
overall joy for everyone.
Bows are part of a girl’s life from
the time they are born. A bow
first appears on their head in a
pink color to signal to the world
that it’s a girl. From that point
on, they are hooked! They
remember learning how the
bunny goes through the hole to
tie their first pair of shoes with
laces on them. Christmas
morning is a day full of both
bows and happiness. Fast
forward to today where bows are
everywhere in the fashion world.

From big bows on the waist of a
skirt to a bow on a headband
that makes the person wearing it
look like a big gift, bows are seen
everywhere in the life of a girl.
Bows are not only for girls,
though. Boys have been seen
sporting them since the first days
of James Bond. He brought that
classic tuxedo look which
includes a bow tie. A tux just does
not look as dapper with a regular
tie. But it was not just James
Bond that sported the bow tie.
This look has been going on
strong since the seventeenth
century. But more than being seen
as a fashion accessory, they also
have a practical use as well. They
tie things together and keep
things connected. It keeps your
shoes on your feet, it can tie
flowers together in a beautiful
display, or keep your hair out of

your face. With all of these uses,
you might think of how you take
bows for granted.
Many people picture bows as
obnoxious things teen girls use as
their hair accessories, but it is
actually quite the opposite.
Everyone uses a bow, wears one,
or at least utilizes it as decoration
every day! A bow not only has
practical uses for everyday, but
also has a certain feeling
associated with it. Think of every
time you see a bow on top of a
present and how happy you are
to open it. Or when you were little
and first learned to tie your shoes.
The feeling of putting on a
headband with a bow on it to
completes your outfit. This feeling
of sheer joy is why bows are so
underrated. The joy they bring is
evident, but is often taken for
granted. Without a bow, a

present is just not the same. When
your shoes are untied it is the
worst and a bow stops that
feeling. Plain headbands just are
not as fun as those with bows on
them. There are hundreds of
kinds of bows but all bring about
the same thing. They connect
things, they accent, they bring joy.
In any way they appear they do
the same thing. Bows have been
used in decorations for hundreds
and hundreds of years. We use
them in our every day lives, to
make knots that will look pretty
as well as come undone easily, to
decorate our dresses, to wrap our
gifts, or to hang about our necks.
This fascinating history has made
us only appreciate and use bows
more. Bows are magical things
that we can use every day in many
ways and need to appreciate the
true gift that they are.

Mr. Callahan
abilities necessary to achieve your
goals. Let’s make 2010 a great
year and a “growth” year for
Northwest Catholic.
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NEWS
Northwest Dramateurs Present Cinderella Story With a Twist

Spin Media Productions

because the presence of this
emotion in Ashgirl’s life was so
“Once upon a time…” typically
prominent and powerful. To fill
makes one think of damsels in
the roles, auditions were held
distress, glass stilettos, and heroic
back in the beginning of October.
princes riding on horses.
The turnout of eager actors
Memories of footy pajamas and
demonstrated a positive
bedtime stories are recalled clearly assessment of the multitude of
and scenes from old
students who
Disney movies replay
wanted to take
in one’s mind when
part in such a
they hear these four
highly acclaimed
introductory words.
Performing Arts
But what happens
Department. “I
when reality, instead
was overwhelmed
of a kiss, breaks the
and pleased by
magical spell of
the number of
fairytales? You get
people who
“The Ash Girl!” The
auditioned. There
Northwest Catholic
were a total of
Dramateurs proudly
twenty-five roles,
performed this
and I had around
adaptation of the
fifty people
classic Cinderella
audition,” says
story for the 2009 Fall
Mrs. Avery.
Kristin Tomauiolo ’10 and
Play. Cast and crew
Senior, Andrew
Andrew Hull ’10 share a
members were kept
Hull, who played
moment as Ashgirl and Amir.
busy with evening
the lead role of
performances on Friday,
Prince Amir added, “It was good
December 4 and Saturday,
to see new people come out for
December 5, followed by a
the show. There are a lot of us
Sunday, December 6 matinee.
seniors leaving next year and it is
Preceding the opening night were
nice to know there are great
hundreds of hours of dedication.
actors ready to step up.” Once the
“When I first read [the script], I
roles for “The Ash Girl” were
was fascinated by how the author selected, the practice schedule
was able to take a story like
started up with practices every
Cinderella and make it something
weekday from 2:30-4:30. “It was
so unique and topical,” says
tiring but Mrs. Avery was right in
director and producer, Mrs. Sara
wanting to get us used to going
Avery. The show, written by
through a busy day of school
Timberlake Wertenbaker,
and still put in energy and effort
followed the plot of the
in rehearsals, so we would be
traditional fairytale but there
prepared for the performance,”
were a few alterations, including a
says junior, Darci Hughes, who
deeper message and the
played the role of Ruth, an evil
introduction of more characters.
stepsister. “Mrs. Avery is a great
Wertenbaker embodied the
director because every day she
temptations and feelings of the
makes you want to work harder
Cinderella character, Ashgirl,
and become a better actor,” says
through woodland creatures
Andrew Hull. As soon as one
relating to the seven deadly sins,
stepped through the Mortensen
such as Slothworm, Angerbird,
Theater doors on opening night,
Envysnake, Gluttontoad, Pridefly, it was clear how much work went
Greedmonkey, and Lust. In
into this show. The jaw-dropping
addition, Sadness, who was
set, designed by technical director,
movingly portrayed by junior,
Rorie Fitzsimons, did not only
Rosa Park, was personified as a
transform the stage but
character which was necessary
enveloped the whole auditorium.

Tireless effort put in by Mrs.
Kerri Alexander, was caught up
Avery, Mr. Fitzsimons, the tech
in maintaining a high reputation
crew, actors, and even
through tricking Ashgirl and
Dramateurs’ parents for every
physically mutilating her own
weekend in October and
daughters, continuing the abuse
November, had successfully
the stepmother faced as a young
resulted in building a captivating
girl. Ashgirl’s father, senior
stage that rotated through scenes
Bobby Scalise, ran away after
of Ashgirl’s home, the prince’s
losing sight of himself and
castle, and the forest. Dramatic
struggling with lust. Prince Amir
cobwebs and lighting were
was filled with anger after being
arranged throughout the
forced to leave his war-torn
auditorium to make each
homeland. Ashgirl herself, who
audience member feel as though
was brilliantly played by senior,
they were part of the show.
Kristin Tomaiuolo, was severely
Entrances by characters from all
depressed because she lacked
areas of the theater added to this
belief in her own self-worth or
feel and unveiled remarkable
direction in life. The ashes in the
costumes. Each costume was
fireplace Ashgirl escaped to
specially made for a particular
symbolized her own emotional
character by costume designer,
feelings; dark, worthless residue
Teresa Allen. The
left from a once warm
stepsisters and
and colorful existence
stepmother were
of fire or of life.
dressed in runway
Towards the end of
couture style
the play, Ashgirl
clothing, neither
attempted suicide,
comfortable nor
influenced by the
logical, showing just
words of Sadness.
how out of touch
This scene gave a new
with reality they
perspective on the
struggle suicidal
were. “I even got to
individuals encounter
purchase some of
the pieces I wore in
inside of themselves.
the show like my
Unlike the original
Cinderella version, in
crazy tutu, a blouse,
“The Ash Girl”, the
and combat boots!”
exclaimed Darci
prince does not save
the day but rather,
Hughes. Prince Amir
“Ashgirl is responsible
and his mother were
Patrick Fagan ’10
dressed in
for her own happy
prepares to attack as
ending,” states Mrs.
traditional Indian
Envysnake.
Avery. In the end,
attire, a clothing
style that was “steeped with
Ashgirl believes in herself and
knows she must never change to
history and pride, matching the
fit, like a glass slipper, to someone
characters,” says Mrs. Avery. The
animals’ costumes included both
else’s ideas or feelings of life. A
visit from the fairy godmother
a realistic representation and a
depiction of their personality in
during the show sprinkles a lot of
relation to each sin. What really
positive support on Ashgirl and a
made this show stand out was the little bit of magic. Characters like
Ashgirl do exist in the real world
deep meaningful messages it
and so does the fairy godmother’s
illustrated. “The Ash Girl” was
very different from the original
magic, which definitely appeared
Cinderella story in that the
on the stage during this fall play.
All audience members certainly
characters in “The Ash Girl”
seemed real and relatable, having
think this production by the
Northwest Catholic Dramateurs
deep feelings and personal issues.
ended with a “happily ever after.”
The wicked stepmother, senior
Spin Media Productions

By Abby Johnson

The Creativity of NWC’s Art Students Is Expressed in Art Show

Alex McKenzie

Studio Art and Art III were
displayed. In one of their
Northwest Art students and
projects, Art III took an image of
teachers have outdone themselves
a room from a magazine and
with the art show this year.
imaginatively extended it onto
Outstanding works in various
paper. The rooms were wellmediums filled the
designed and showed
hallways leading to
off the individuality
the Breen Center for
of Northwest’s artists.
the Arts on
If visitors to the art
Thursday night,
show could wrench
December 17. Each
themselves away from
of the artists in the
the front hall’s
show displayed a
artwork, they would
talent for taking
be rewarded by the
something mundane
pictures taken in the
and ordinary and
Photography class.
turning it into a
These artists’ images
thing of beauty
offered a tantalizing
through drawing,
glimpse into a story
painting, sculpture,
behind each picture.
or photography.
An amusing shot of
Nathaniel Lombardfalling markers
Poirot, an artist in
Multidimensional art was captured in motion,
AP Studio Art,
the thoughtful faces
showcased as well.
fascinated all
of Northwest
passers-by with a hanging
students and families, and a set of
construction of plastic cups and
images showing peace were
an elegant wire tree. Other Studio
among the projects.
Art artists created their own
Chelsea Morelli addressed
projects which never failed to
teenage concerns with a poster of
draw in observers. Those
“Social Issues Affecting
attending the art show were often
Teenagers.” And no one could
slow to leave the front hall, where
resist grinning at the computer
the marvelously unique works of
editing project showing Trenton

Jackson holding miniature friends
in his hands. Continuing down
the hall, the school’s art admirers
would find sketches and drawings
by the impressive group of artists

Alex McKenzie

By Molly Mullen

Students’ paintings grace the walls.
in Art I. Those students showed
remarkable attention to detail in
their work. The charcoal still-life
drawings showcased many
perspectives on one arrangement,
comparable to the many
perspectives of Northwest
students on art as a whole.
In their monochromatic cut-andpaste images, the artists of Art I
reproduced a photograph in
layers of paper, an exacting
process with amazing results. Not
all the art stayed in the twodimensional realm. Northwest’s
Crafts program created cultural
masks and a wide variety of
pottery, including bowls thrown
on the pottery wheel and clay

boxes in fun-filled shapes.
Though the exhibit of Art II
work may have been last
geographically, it was certainly
not last in creativity! In ink and
paints, students in Art II created
fascinating drawings and
paintings. They learned from
replicating masterpieces and then
began masterpieces of their own,
such as an astonishingly detailed
tree drawn by Agata Harabasz. (It
is destined for the 2010 edition of
The Writer, Northwest’s literary
magazine.) In the paintings
designed by the artists themselves
a wide range of simple, beautiful
scenes were shown, like a leaf
behind a car or a finger in a
puddle.The artists put in hard
work and utilized their many
talents, but the art show still
could not have been a success
without the unending efforts of
Mrs. Oates and Mr. Woodford,
the organization of the school
administration, and the constant
support of the parents, family,
and friends of the artists. Artists
and their friends alike agree that
the show was an entertaining way
to show support for Northwest’s
art community. Anyone who did
not attend is encouraged to go to
the next art show this spring!

Juniors Join
Upper Class
continued from page one
through high school. The
tradition of the Junior Investiture
is more profound than walking
across a stage; the students
specifically prepare for the event
with a retreat. The religious
retreat that the Junior Class
participates in is not an ordinary
retreat. All of the grades at
Northwest Catholic take part in
retreats, but the junior retreat is
arguably the most important
retreat of all the ones experienced
in the high school career. The
intensified retreat spanned
throughout the whole day. The
retreat incorporated many
bonding activities. All of the
members of the Junior Class were
together, learning how to take on
their new responsibilities. A sense
of unity is the goal of these
retreats; even though the Junior
Investiture is an individual
process it also involves growing
as one in a group. The retreat also
invites a guest speaker. The guest
speaker at this year’s retreat was
Mr. Tony Bellizzi. Mr. Bellizzi is a
man of faith that specializes in
retreats that open hearts, energize
souls, and change lives. The
students learned many new ways
to pray and get involved in their
faith-filled lives. The ideas
attained at the retreat will help the
juniors overcome obstacles
throughout their life. The Junior
Class Retreat is truly a
momentous event that should be
cherished forever. The Junior
Investiture is an event so special
that the parents of the newly
established upperclassmen should
be involved. The evening of the
ceremony, the supportive parents
of the juniors accompany their
students, and together they attend
a prayer service followed by a
potluck supper. Throughout the
prayer service, the members of the
Junior Class take part in the
readings and lead the prayerful
music. Putting on the prayer
service is one of the first
responsibilities that the Junior
Class takes on. Mrs. Gillespie also
makes a tremendous contribution
in aiding the juniors to ensure
that the prayer service runs
smoothly. Afterwards, the supper
begins. The potluck supper is a
great opportunity for members
of the Junior Class to mix and
mingle with their peers and to
have their parents learn a little
about their school lives. The
potluck supper is the perfect
ending to the formation of the
juniors becoming upperclassmen.
The Junior Investiture is a
ceremony that can be serious, but
also exciting. The whole process is
great to accomplish alone, but
even greater when shared with
peers, a senior sponsor, and
proud parents. The Junior
Investiture prepares one for
success, but also obstacles in the
future. The process of the Junior
Investiture aims for the senior
sponsors to support the juniors,
but in the end, the juniors will be
transformed into supporting the
seniors. Junior Investiture is a
special ceremony that Northwest
Catholic puts together for its
students. We are proud of our
juniors and know that they will
be great role models for the rest
of the school as they fill their
roles as upperclassmen.
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Immersion is a Great Success NWC Dancers Captivate Enthusiastic Crowd

Gretchen Kelly

Roz Gilbert, Patrick Kearney, and
Zach Boorman play with their
new found friends.
twenty students, all of whom
were required to complete a
thorough application process
which included essays,
recommendations from teachers
and religious leaders, and
personal interviews as a junior.
Among the most rewarding
initiatives for students to join the
ACTS class is the immersion
program, which generally takes
place in November each year. This
program focuses on community
outreach and allows students to
interact with inner-city children,
mothers who chose life, AIDS
victims, and adults with special
needs. One of the key objectives
of this program is to mold the
students into caring members of
the community. As part of this
process, the students slept in a
church for three nights. Students
were also responsible for
contributing food to share as a

By Katie Vignati

members of the dance classes, was crowd. Merideth Lathrop and
evident in the quality of their
Meghan Feeney did a duet to the
The Northwest Catholic Dance
performance. The dancing ranged
song “Carol of the Bells.”
Recital was on Thursday
from various styles
Merideth says,
December 17th at 7:30p.m. in
such as hip-hop,
“[This dance] was
Northwest Catholic’s Rice
ballet, Pointe, lyrical,
very tiring but
Auditorium. All of the dancers
tap, and jazz. The
definitely a lot of
diligently worked on this
diversity of the
fun!” The costumes
outstanding performance put
Northwest Catholic
throughout this
together by our extremely
dancers is amazing.
recital were very
talented dance teacher, Miss
The number to the
fun between the
Smith. Many of the songs were
song “Grown up
green scarves,
Christmas themed; however, there Christmas List” by
pretty dresses, and
were some exceptions such as the
Michael Bublé was a
sparkly tops; it
hit single “You Belong with Me”
special treat because it
made it even more
by Taylor Swift. Also, they
was lyrical but also
interesting to
Brandon Couloute ’10
performed a number to the song
included some Pointe.
watch.” Senior
shows off his moves.
“Paparazzi” by Lady Gaga, which This very difficult type
boys, Brandon
will also be performed at future
of dance was a solo performed by Couloute and Bryan Destin, were
basketball games.
Haley Massie. Pointe
breathtaking throughout every
These fun numbers,
is a type of ballet that break dancing move that they
performed by the
is danced in shoes
performed. Both of them showed
dance team, really
with wooden blocks
off their talents by doing several
get the crowd going
in the toe of the ballet flips in the air, head spins, and
during halftime.
slippers. These
stalls. The competition team plans
Dance Team
particular shoes
to compete in February and they
captain, Merideth
enable a strong
are very excited about showing
Lathrop, says, “We
dancer to go up on
off their new pieces. The dancers
had rehearsals
the tips of their toes.
involved in this year’s Christmas
Tuesday and
This is not an easy
show did an excellent job. Every
Wednesday with the
task to manage but
dance was different from the
whole company. We
Haley did a fantastic
others and all of the cast
Dance student, Katie
worked hard but we Beaule ’12 strikes a pose.
job. There was also a
members showed great energy
had fun seeing all
tap dance solo
and commitment. The recitals will
the dances and practicing with
performed by Isabella Post ’13.
only get better so be sure to come
everyone.” The team’s hard work, She was incredible and got one of support the dance department
as well as the hard work of the
the loudest applauses from the
and watch their recital in May!
Katie Vignati

A Chance to Serve (ACTS) is a
senior religion class that
promotes giving back to the
community and exploring the
students’ faith. Led by Mrs.
Gillespie, head of Campus
Ministry, ACTS is a rigorous
course that requires a significant
commitment of time, energy, and
effort. The requirements that
ACTS students must meet
include: participation in an OARS
trip, completion of a one semester
course and service at Mass and
retreats, completion of five books,
essays, and many projects, and
commitment to being a Christian
disciple in word, deed, and action
in and out of school. The 20092010 ACTS class is comprised of

group and preparing their own
meals. Among the members of
this year’s ACTS program was
senior Roz Gilbert. As part of her
immersion program, Roz was
involved with Manna
Community Meals and the
Catholic Worker House. As a
volunteer, Roz cooked meals for
the homeless and sponsored a
dance for special needs adults.
Roz felt that she benefited greatly
from her involvement with ACTS
stating, “I enjoyed making others
happy, being closer with God,
and my fellow ACTS members.”
Another ACTS student, Katie
Krikawa, also found the
immersion to be extremely
rewarding and fulfilling. Katie’s
immersion activities included
work with AIDS victims, mothers
who chose life, and inner-city
children. As a volunteer, Katie
made the AIDS victims a
nutritious breakfast which they
thoroughly enjoyed. One story
that resonated with her was told
by an AIDS victim who talked
about “his road to redemption
from gangs and drugs to living
life like Jesus!” A third ACTS
student, Gretchen Kelly,
participated in a shopping trip
with the sight impaired. She was
inspired by the independent,
optimistic, and positive outlook
that these individuals had on life
and came away from this
experience with a renewed sense
of faith in the resilience and
fortitude of man. One of the
scholarly endeavors that the
students participated in was a
dinner with a group of
seminarians. ACTS members had
the opportunity to inquire about
the life of seminarians and their
relationship with God. As the
students emerged from the dinner
they felt more in touch with their
spiritual side. When asked to give
advice for any prospective
members, Roz Gilbert replied,
“Although the ACTS class is a
huge commitment, for those who
are willing to put in the time and
effort, ACTS can be one of the
most rewarding and fulfilling
experiences for a student of
Northwest Catholic High
School.” The students of the
ACTS class have become more
well-rounded individuals after
their immersion and we hope that
they will continue their service to
the community as a whole.

Katie Vignati

By Mara Case

Empty Bowls Dinner Benefits House of Bread
By Caroline Garger
On the evening of November
17th, 2009 the Empty Bowls Club
held its annual soup dinner in the
cafeteria at 6:00 p.m. The
announcements invited the whole
Northwest family to attend and
enjoy a warm meal and at the
same time benefit the less
fortunate in our surrounding
communities. For the dinner, Mr.
Avery, our outstanding choir
director and secret chef
“extraordinaire,” prepared all of
the soups that were devoured by
the attendees. The group was
happy to have Mr. Avery return
as he made wonderful soups for
both soup dinners last year.
There were three different kinds
of soup. In addition to the soup,
salad and bread were served to
the guests. Customers could buy
a special painted bowl for five
dollars or they could purchase
the delicious meal for five dollars.
For the price of ten dollars,

customers could buy the meal as
well as a painted bowl. The
Northwest Catholic Empty Bowls
Club is moderated by Mrs. Oates,
the chair of the Art Department.
The club meets every week on
Tuesday and Wednesday, after
school, in the art room. Elizabeth
Collier, the president of the club,
says that each meeting is generally
a day dedicated to painting
ceramic bowls for the next charity
meal. The Empty Bowls meetings
are open to any student who
would like to come. Members can
come as often as they would like,
or as seldom as they would like,
depending on what conflicts they
have or other activities they might
have going on. The club is very
lenient and easy to be a part of so
it is hoped that more students get
involved. Northwest Catholic
sponsors three Empty Bowls
fundraisers a year. The first is a
soup dinner, traditionally held in
the fall. The second is a pasta
dinner, hosted in the winter. The

third and final fundraiser serves
ice cream to kick off the
upcoming summer season. All of
the proceeds from the fundraisers
go to the House of Bread, a soup
kitchen located in North
Hartford. Established in 1980,
the House of Bread was opened
in order to ease those suffering
from hunger and benefit lowincome families in the North
Hartford. As with all charities,
needs have really started to
increase recently due to the failing
economy. This is why volunteers
and donations (like the money
from our Empty Bowls meals) are
very important to the families in
Hartford who rely on help from
the House of Bread. The next
Empty Bowls dinner will be a
pasta dinner in February. It is a
worthy cause that benefits the
House of Bread and our entire
community. The club hopes
everyone will be able to join them
next time or contribute to raise
money for the House of Bread!

Northwest Catholic Music Department Shines At Christmas Concert Performance
At seven o’clock sharp on the
night of Monday, December 14th,
rows of chairs and metal music
stands adorned the stage in
Northwest Catholic’s Rice
Auditorium, soon to be filled by
the various musical talents of
Northwest’s numerous bands
and the String Ensemble. Directly
below the stage, empty risers
anxiously awaited the feet that
would grace their presence and
indicate the commencement of the
choral performances. The
Directors of Music; Mr. Daniel
Avery (Choral), Mr. Raymond
Sinclair (Bands), and Dr. Robert
Nasta (Strings) had prepared a
night of vivacious musical
entertainment that was bound to
fill each member of the audience
with the harmony that is
characteristic of the Christmas
season. The first performance
was Northwest’s chamber choir.

everyone a sense of tranquility.
entrance following a short
The chamber choir performed
The son of Northwest’s very own
intermission. The ensemble
two uplifting tunes: “Take Time
Dr. Luddy, Mr. Daniel Luddy ’03, performed “Ashokan Farewell,”
in Life” and “Lift Up Your Voice,
“We Wish You A Merry
Alleluia.” Concert Band entered
directed Northwest Catholic’s
the stage next and “wowed” the
newest musical group, the
Christmas,” and “Overture To
Messiah.” The violinists
audience with their
and cellists alike exhibited
rendition of the cherished
their practiced ability to
Christmas song
perform in perfect unison.
“Ding!Dong! Merrily On
High.” Northwest’s awardNorthwest’s advanced coed choir was the next to
winning Jazz Choir dazzled
delight and the last
under the spotlights while
individual choral
singing the moving “Can’t
performance with the
Help Falling In Love,” the
melodious “A Child Is
songs “Soon and Very
Born,” and the ever-classic
Soon,” “Parade Of The
Conor Hardy ’12, Chris Sherer ’11, Chris Kuhlberg
“Smoke Gets In Your
Wooden Soldiers,” and
’11, and Bryan Destin ’10 perform during the show.
“Gloria,” a Latin chant
Eyes.” The Jazz Choir is a
that showcased the vocal talents
hard act to follow, but
Monday Night Jazz Band. The
Northwest’s Women’s Choir
students of this band presented
of Senior Luke Pelton. The last
managed with finesse. They sang
the audience with the treat of
two performances were by
a beautiful Latin song, “Da
“Away in A Manger” and “Glazed Northwest’s Thursday Night Jazz
Over,” which featured a
Band and Honors Wind
Pacem Domine,” a fast-paced and
Ensemble, both directed by Mr.
high-pitched ditty named
performance by the freshman
Raymond Sinclair. The Jazz Band
“Christmas Dance of the
saxophone phenom, Margaret
spotlighted their Essentially
Shepherds,” and the poignant
Curran. The Director of Strings,
“Peace, Peace,” instilling in
Dr. Robert Nasta, made his
Ellington opuses, “Walking’ and
Shannon Crawford

By Maddie Livingston

Singin’” and “Feet Bone.” Their
last song was “Greensleeves,” a
performance later dedicated to
Mr. John Cusson! The last band
to perform was Honors Wind
Ensemble with their exhibitions
of “Song and Dance,” “In The
Bleak Midwinter,” and “Folk
Song Suite.” To sum up a night
of musical pieces and harmony,
the entire Northwest Music
Department congregated on the
stage. The instrumental music
swelled in the background as the
voices of Northwest’s four
talented choral groups sang “A
Christmas Festival,” a synthesis
of classic holiday favorites like
“Joy to the World,” “Jingle Bells,”
and “Silent Night.” On the whole,
the night showcased the abilities
not only of Mr. Daniel Avery, Mr.
Raymond Sinclair, Dr. Robert
Nasta, and Mr. Daniel Luddy,
but also of the talent blossoming
in the music students of
Northwest Catholic.
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Thousands are Affected Worldwide by the Swine Flu as a New Virus Emerges
In addition to the election of the
first African American president
to the death of Ted Kennedy, one
of the most widely known events
of 2009 was the outbreak of the
H1N1 virus, more commonly
known as the swine flu. The first
initial outbreak was in March of
2009, and the number of reported
cases and deaths dramatically
rose throughout the spring into
the fall. Scientists were baffled by
this form of flu, which is a
combination of swine, avian, and
human influenza. The virus first
originated in Mexico, when a
four-year-old boy contracted the
disease in late March, and later a
woman in Oaxaca State died of
flu-like symptoms. Throughout
the months of April and May,
panic began to spread as quickly
as the virus itself. It’s highly
contagious properties allowed the
flu to spread rapidly, even
inflicting over 100 students at a
New York school. On June 11, the
World Health Organization
declared the swine flu a pandemic.
As quickly as onset of the
H1N1virus occurred, scientists
and researchers rushed to create a
vaccine that would stop the
contagion. The high demand for
the vaccine caused researchers to
create a list of people to whom
the vaccine would be
administered to first. This list
included health care workers,
pregnant women, the caregivers
of newborns, those aged 6 to 24,
and those younger than 64 with

April 17- Two
children in Texas
are diagnosed
with the swine
flu.
April 21- Health
officials alert US
doctors of the a
new form of flu.
April 25- It is
confirmed that
more than 100
high school
students are sick
with flu like
symptoms at St.
Francis Preparatory School in
Queens, New
York.
April 2620 cases of the
swine flu have
been diagnosed
in the U.S.
April 28Confirmed cases
in the U.S. are
up to 68.
President
Obama asks for
$1.5 billion in
emergency
medical funds.
April 29- Egypt
slaughters 300,000
pigs as a precaution.

April 30- Nearly
300 schools close
to try to stop the
spread of flu
germs.

May 20- The
number of
worldwide
cases exceeds
10,000.

certain health conditions. As of
December 16, 2009, anyone who
wishes to receive the vaccine can
as long as it is in stock.
Although the death toll as well as
and the number of worldwide
cases exceeds 10, 000, the success
of the new vaccine has led the
World Health Organization to say
that the swine flu may be
considered the mildest form of a
pandemic on record. However,
the virus is still a danger to those
who have not been vaccinated.
Symptoms of the flu include
fever, cough, sore throat, nasal
congestion, and fatigue. The

swine flu spreads as any other flu
does, through person to person
contact. It is not probable that a
swine flu patient could contract
the virus more than once;
however, it possible to catch other
types of the flu not identified as
H1N1. The swine flu is very
similar to a regular seasonal flu,
and does not cause a higher
likelihood of death than a
seasonal flu. However, there is
more risk associated with the
swine flu because it can be more
detrimental to conditions such as
pregnancy, asthma, and diabetes,
as well as to those with kidney,

heart, and immune system
deficiencies. To protect yourself
from the virus, wash your hands
frequently with warm water.
Avoid touching your nose and
mouth, as this is the easiest way
for germs to spread. If you do
become ill, it is recommended that
you stay home for 24 hours after
the fever is gone without the help
of a fever-reducing medication.
Local pharmacies that give out
the vaccine include Walgreens
pharmacies at 940 South Quaker
Lane, 324 North Main Street, and
67 Farmington Avenue in West
Hartford.

Maggie Clapis

By Kate Schuppe

March 28- The
first suspected
case of swine flu
is contracted by
a 4 year old boy
in Mexico.

June 11- The
H1N1 virus is
declared a
pandemic.

August 28- A
new severe form
of the swine flu
is discovered

September 4625 deaths
worldwide
are reported
in one week

September 15The FDA
approves the
H1N1 vaccine

October 5The first
batch of
vaccines are
available.

Where the Wild Things Are Finds Limited Success in Younger Audience
On October 16th, 2009 the long
anticipated movie, Where the Wild
Things Are, debuted on the big
screen and also in IMAX theatres.
Spike Jonze, the director of the
movie, turned the thirty-nine page
children’s classic, published in
1963, into a ninety-four minute
movie. Jonze made the very short
book into an entertaining movie.
Where the Wild Things Are pulled
in $32,695,407 in its first weekend
and held the position of number
one in the box office for its first
week. Unfortunately, this success
was short-lived. After this first
week, it was found that Where the
Wild Things Are was not as big of
a hit as many expected it to be.
After being in theatres for over
two months now, the producers
have yet to draw in enough
money to pay off the one
hundred million dollars it cost to
make the movie, mainly because
of the extensive wardrobe. What
was it about the movie that kept
audiences away? Were the
producers effective in portraying
those scary, but sometimes cute,
“Wild Things?” Was the
transition of Max’s room into a
forest and then an ocean as
spectacular as Maurice Sendak,
the author of the short classic,
made it seem? Did Max declare
“Let the wild rumpus start!” as

fiercely and intimidating as King
Max did in the children’s story?
Where the Wild Things Are was a
reminiscent movie for those
adults and teens that grew up
reading “Where the Wild Things
Are” every night before bedtime.
It brought adults back to their
beloved childhood and made
them feel young and innocent
again. However, younger
children who grew up being read
books by Dr. Seuss may not have
appreciated the movie as much.
The movie did not spark those
nostalgic memories in younger
children like it did for adults.
There were some scenes in the
movie when the monsters would
get angry and scary which may
cause some young children to
become frightened. However,
teens and adults could not help
but adore the “Wild Things”
from their childhood. The
beginning of the movie was very
modern in the way that it depicts
Max as being neglected by his
mother and sister and he is lonely.
In the book, Sendak writes that
Max gets angry at his mother for
sending him to his room for
being mischievous. The beginning
of the movie does a better job of
catching the audience’s attention.
Also, in the movie, Max runs out
of his house and down the street
before reaching the water where
he takes a boat over to the land

of the “Wild Things.” In the
children’s picture book, Max’s
room is transformed into the
land of the “Wild Things.” This
transition in the movie makes it

movies.about.com

By Allie Lamari

seem like it is less of his
imagination. However, this is the
main theme of the book. The
movie makes it seem as if the
“Wild Things’” island might
actually be a place, not simply a
figment of Max’s imagination.
Because the movie had to be an
average length movie based on a
very short story, Jonze added a
lot of action that was not part of
the book. In the movie, Max
helps the “Wild Things” build up
an entire little fort for their
community to live in. However,
by the end of the movie, he begins
to seem tyrannical to the

monsters, which is when he leaves
the island. Max’s relationships
with the various creatures of the
island was a large part of the
movie but was never even told in
Sendak’s story. None of this
additional action in the movie
was part of the book. However,
the plot of the movie eventually
started to feel drawn out and not
much seemed to be happening. It
was pretty obvious that Jonze
was struggling to find something
to add to the plot that would
make sense to the rest of the
movie but would also appeal to
the audience. Therefore, the
middle part of the movie became
fairly boring. The beginning and
end, however, were quite
interesting. There was a lot of
sadness in the beginning scenes of
the movie because it portrays
how Max was lonely and was
craving attention. Then the end of
the movie was touching and sad,
especially when Max is saying
goodbye to his “Wild Things.” A
sensitive audience member would
be fighting back tears during the
last few scenes of the movie.
The memorable illustrations of
Sendak’s book were brought to
life with elaborate costumes that
accurately represented the
characters as shown in the story.
The costume designers for Where
the Wild Things Are were very
skilled and made the characters

look exactly like the pictures in
the book. Max’s wolf costume
was very accurate, in that it
looked exactly the same in the
movie, and most of the monsters
looked exactly like they did in the
book. Another similarity is that
Max was declared the king of the
“Wild Things” in both the movie
and the short story. Also, Max
has to go on what seems like a
long boat trip to the “Wild
Things’” island in both editions.
The film adaption of Where the
Wild Things Are is obviously
loosely-based on the children’s
classic by Maurice Sendak
because of all the extra action the
producers had to add to the plot
to turn a very short story into a
ninety-four minute movie. For
those people who grew up
reading “Where the Wild Things
Are” and the “Wild Things”
stuffed animals, this movie is
definitely recommended. It will
seem cute and memorable to this
audience as they reflect on their
childhood. However, younger
children who were never exposed
to Sendak’s masterpiece may not
have much of an appreciation for
the movie and would lose their
attention fairly quickly. Overall,
Where the Wild Things Are is a
good movie that brings its
viewers on an emotional roller
coaster but only if it is viewed by
the right audience.
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HAITI
It is nice to know that if an
earthquake of such large
magnitude were to ever strike the
U.S., other countries would be
coming to our aid. Unfortunately
for Haiti, it does not look like life
will be getting easier for them any
time soon. At 6:04 in the morning
of January 20th, 2010, just over a

media3.washingtonpost.com

On January 12th, 2010 at
approximately 4:53 p.m. disaster
struck the country of Haiti. A 7.0
magnitude earthquake shook the
impoverished island and caused
many of the poorly built
structures on the island to
collapse, leading to countless
deaths. However, this 7.0
magnitude earthquake was not
the end of it for Haiti. There were
twelve aftershocks that followed
the earthquake, all of which were
stronger than magnitude 5.0. This
earthquake was the worst
earthquake in over 200 years. The
location of the epicenter of the
earthquake was about ten miles
from the capital city of Port-auPrince, Haiti which is a very
densely populated city. It is
unknown exactly how many
people were killed out of the 9.7
million people that inhabit the
country, but it is estimated that
about 65,000 people were in the
area of the epicenter and three
million people felt the earthquake

(about 1/3 the population of
Haiti). To give you an idea of the
population density of Haiti, the
island is only the size of
Maryland. However, there are
about 3 million more people living
in Haiti than there are in
Maryland. It is very unfortunate
that Haiti lies so close to a fault

The devastating destruction in Haiti shocks many as pictures are
released showing the extent of the damage.
line because of the poor
week after the 7.0 magnitude
conditions of the country. Haiti,
earthquake, a second 6.1
the poorest country in the
magnitude earthquake struck
western hemisphere, is built with
about forty miles from Port-auvery unstable and unsafe
Prince, Haiti. This earthquake
structures that could collapse
was only about nine kilometers
from a earthquake of a much
deep compared to thirteen
weaker magnitude. The fault line
kilometers for the first
that lies so closely to Port-auearthquake. This more recent
Prince is the Enriquillo-Plantain
earthquake did not cause nearly
Garden Fault which is between
as much devastation because
the Caribbean and North
many of the buildings had
America plates. Also, Haiti is a
already collapsed and most
target for natural disasters. In
Haitians are living in the streets
2008 alone, there were four fatal
and on fields so buildings did not
hurricanes that hit Haiti. Because
collapse on them. However, this
of the economic condition of the
second earthquake certainly
country, they were never able to
made the relief effort even more
recover from this terrible year
difficult. The people of Haiti are
and just when they were almost
living everyday in fear of when
back to where they were in 2008,
the next earthquake will come.
this terrible earthquake hit them
No one can really predict when
and returned almost everything
an earthquake will shake the
to ground zero. The people of
land. Many people of Haiti have
Haiti are extremely malnourished
lost loved ones, their prized
so an earthquake is even more
possessions, and their homes.
devastating for them than it
They have nowhere to go for
would be for a first-world
shelter and are starving without
country like the U.S. just because
food and water. There are
properly nourished people could
hundreds of children walking
last longer without food.
around without parents or a
Emergency response teams
place to go. The only thing
responded very quickly to the
Haitians can do now is clear out
devastation in Haiti and people
the rubble and hopefully find
from all around the world are
some people alive and work on
sending aid in the form of
rebuilding their lives. However,
survival kits, baby supplies, food,
because of the economic situation
clothing, etc. Reverend Richard
of the country, this is very
Frechette ’71, is among those
difficult without the help of
leading the relief effort, collecting
others. Most of the survivors
donations and supplies, both at
could only afford to build a
Northwest Catholic and in the
house like the one destroyed by
community, to return to Haiti
the earthquakes but they need
with. A major disaster like this
better, safer buildings since it
really shows how people from all
appears as though Haiti is a
over the world can come together
target for disaster. Haitians can
in peace and help those suffering
turn the devastation into
in another country.
something good and take this as
an opportunity to rebuild
their country, turn Haiti
into a prosperous
land, and start a new
life. The only way
this goal could be
achieved is with
the help of others,
which is where we
come in.

rescuechidlren.org

By Allie Lamari
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Inside Out: Roz Gilbert, Andrew Hull, Uju Nwankwo, and Mr. Przech
Mr. Jeff Przech: I don’t know if
it’s surprising, but I sing and play
guitar in two bands.

UN: When people jump into
conversations that they are not part
of.

RG: Fuzzy Socks, my wand,
and the Food Network
Channel.

RG: “Surprises” on my doorstep.
AH: My dog Bailey, my stuffed
bear Babes, and my chapstick.

AH: One word text messages
especially if it’s “LOL.”

Uju Nwankwo: That my first
name is Crystal.

What would be your personal theme
song?

Roz Gilbert: I literally
hate driving and
would rather be
chauffeured around
in order to nap.

JP: This changes every week, but
right now probably “Chicken
Fried” by Zac Brown Band.

Andrew Hull: I want
to be James Dean
when I grow up.

UN: Jay-Z “99 Problems.”
Obviously.
RG: “Tik Tok” by Ke$ha.

If you could be anyone
at Northwest for a
day, who would you be
and why?

AH: “Merry Swiftmas.”
What would your first action as
President of the United States be?

UN: Most likely
Virginia Brown,
because her creative
hairstyles show a
confidence I wish I
had.

Bridget Daly

JP: Nothing, because I would
never want that gig.

RG: Bridget Daly, for
her unbelievable taste
in fashion.

AH: Fire myself.
What movie could you watch over
and over again, and why?

If you were stranded on a desert
island, who would you want to be
stranded with, and why?

Who or what always makes you
laugh?

UN: Someone a lot bigger than
me.

AH: Wherever I’m happy.

RG: Jei Cho, so I
could think in
Korean!
AH: Mrs. Avery. I
want to know what
she really thinks
about me when I
audition.
What is your greatest
ambition in life?
JP: To be the best
father my daughter
could ever hope for.
UN: To be successful,
have a family, and
make sure I marry
for love.
RG: To meet Taylor
Lautner because he
is so incredibly
beautiful.
AH: Love and be loved.

JP: Almost Famous-Great story,
great soundtrack.

Who is your hero and why?

Mr. Przech
If you could manage any
professional sports team, what
team would you choose?

JP: Stewie Griffin.
UN: I find pleasure in annoying
other people.

UN: Mean Girls because I can
totally relate.
RG: Harry Potter, any and all of
them.

RG: The Ginger King.
JP: Norah Jones, because she
could sing to me.

UN: Probably anyone who
doesn’t like me that way I could
understand why they didn’t, and
try to fix it.

RG: Hogwarts, seriously…

UN: I would make abortion illegal.

Andrew Hull

AH: The Art Rich photographer
because he’s so awesome! And yes,
he counts! He’s always here.

through her mind before it comes
out of her mouth.

Bridget Daly

What would people be surprised to
know about you?

AH: Hearing Ms. Puskarz say
“sugar plums” when some
thing goes wrong.

AH: The Proposal-When the eagle
swoops in on the dog it’s priceless.

JP: I don’t really have any heroes.
I have a lot of people I admire for
different reasons but none that I
would consider heroes.
UN: Candace Parker, she’s the
greatest female basketball player
to ever hold a ball.

JP: The New York Jets- the
Yankees are doing pretty well
without me.
UN: The Bobcats because Emeka
Okafor is gorgeous.
RG: I don’t like sports.

If the whole world were listening,
what would you say?

What would be the title of
your autobiography?

JP: Wake up and use your headsthis really doesn’t have to be hard.”

JP: “A Work In
Progress.”

UN: Hi my name is Uju Nwankwo,
and I am a star.

UN: “Life Sure Is Hard
When You’re Tall, Dark,
and Beautiful.”

RG: “Ra ra ra ah ah Roma Romama
Gaga Ooh la la.”

AH: “Future #1 New
York Times Bestseller.”

Bridget Daly

AH: There’s a Party in the U.S.A!

What words of wisdom do you live
by?
JP: “Life’s too short-do what you
love, love what you do.”
UN: “What he doesn’t know
won’t hurt him.”
RG: “Avada Kedavra.”

JP: How much time do I have?

What would be the first thing
you would do if you won 10
million dollars?
JP: As dull as it sounds, pay
off my house, and student
loans. Then I’d build a
recording studio in my house
and start buying vintage
guitars.
UN: Most likely shoes and new
outfits.

AH: Why did Britney shave her
head?
If you could have only one food for
the rest of your life (assuming that
this strange situation would not affect
your health), which food would you
choose?
JP: Peanut Butter and Jelly
Sandwich.

AH: “ ‘You so awesome!’ ”

RG: Mac and Cheese.

AH: My Mom because she has
been through so much and has
become the strongest woman I
know.

AH: Anything with meat, cheese,
lettuce, salsa, sour cream, and
guacamole wrapped in a delicious
tortilla shell.

JP: Food, drink, and music.
UN: My car, my phone, and my
family- in that order.

JP: This time of year it’s people
walking aimlessly and
obviously around the halls
during indoor track practice.

If you could hear what someone was
thinking for a day, who would you
choose and why?
JP: My daughter Julia, I’d be
curious to know what’s going

RG: Sports Illustrated
because I’m such an
Athlete.
AH: Hooked on Phonics.
What random fact are you
most proud to know?

RG: Sophia Wheeler.

What annoys you the most?
What three things could you not live
without?

Roz Gilbert

UN: Macaroni and Cheese.

RG: Go to Nevis.
AH: Buy a Black Range Rover
with Ivory interior.

UN: Probably Seventeen or
Elle.
Bridget Daly

AH: Mrs. Avery’s green cart
Fiona. That thing is stocked with
all the necessities.

What magazine do you
always look forward to
getting in the mail?
JP: Guitar Player

Uju Nwankwo
RG: Haleigh Beckerman. We
always have a good time.

If you could ask God any question,
what would it be?

If you could live anywhere in the
world, where would you live?
JP: Either the Northwest
Kingdom in Vermont, or
Memphis.
UN: Definitely Haiti, so I could
help people the best way possible.

JP: Johnny Cash’s given birth
name was J.R.
UN: A hundred pennies make one
dollar.
RG: It is illegal to walk down the
street with an ice cream cone in
your back pocket.
AH: Frogs don’t drink through
their mouths.
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By Dillon Bowen
As Barack Obama approaches
the first anniversary of his
presidency, America will be taking
stock of his job performance so
far. It is important to look at
what he accomplished and what
challenges he has yet to
face. America listened to every
speech during Obama’s campaign
and presidency, but a politician’s
effectiveness is best measured by
what he has actually done. How
has he worked to improve civil
rights, the economy, education,
the environment, health care,
foreign policy, and poverty?
On January 29, 2009, Obama
signed the Lilly Ledbetter Fair
Pay Restoration Act to promote
wage equality. The act responds
to a court case in which Lilly
Ledbetter’s claim of gender
discrimination at her job was
dismissed because the statute of
limitations, 180 days after pay
was agreed upon, expired. Now
the statute of limitations is
extended to 180 days after the last
pay check, amending the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. Additionally,
the act tightens loopholes in
gender and racial discrimination
laws. Obama also supports the
Employment Non-Discrimination
Act, which would prohibit
discrimination based on sexual
orientation, especially the version
proposed by Barney Frank which
broadens the scope to include
those of alternative sexual
identity. Though the “Don’t Ask
Don’t Tell” policy of the military
is not covered in the scope of this

act, Obama supports the policy’s
their homes is the Home
repeal. Civil rights has been a
Affordable Refinance Program,
major issue of Obama’s early
which offers lower monthly
presidency.
payments to 4-5 million people
The closing of the Guantanamo
given loans by Fannie May or
Bay detention center was a
Freddie Mac, and grants $75
serious step away from the
billion to 3-4 million people to
unethical treatment of
avoid foreclosures. President
prisoners. Despite this, and
Obama met with leaders of other
despite the President’s
economically powerful nations at
prohibition of torture,
provisions allowing extreme
interrogation methods in some
instances do exist.
Renewed talks with NATO and
other allies have resulted in their
support of the war effort in
Afghanistan, and a pledge of
5,000 soldiers and trainers to
make Afghanistan a selfsufficient nation, able to fight
internal terrorism on its
own. Soon 21,000 soldiers will be
deployed to Afghanistan to help
stabilize the country. Obama has
President Obama poses for his first
also announced a plan to end the
official Presidential Portait in 2009.
war in Iraq. “By August 31, 2010,
our combat mission in Iraq will
the G-20 Summit, which
end,” and troop withdrawal will
produced a plan to use $1.1
begin by 2011. The Obama
trillion towards financial stability.
Administration’s war policy is to
Fraud plays a key role in
ask for help in fighting terrorism,
economic hardship, so the Fraud
both from allies and the countries Enforcement and Recovery Act
in which terrorists reside.
was established to fight it by
The American Recovery and
investing in fraud inquiry. These
Reinvestment Act is one of many
are just some examples of how
actions Obama has taken to
Barack Obama is working to
stabilize the economy. The ARRA
bring the economy out of crisis.
generated about $800 billion in
Education is another area
stimulus money and includes
focused on by the American
federal tax cuts, expansion of
Recovery and Reinvestment Act.
unemployment benefits, and long
This act sets aside $5 billion for
term investments in education,
early education, and $77 billion
health care, and infrastructure. A
for elementary and secondary
measure to keep Americans in
schools. Money will also be

brainrayfiction.com

President Obama Completes His First Historic Year in the Oval Office
devoted to improving teacher
quality, improving underperforming schools, and making
college more affordable. Grants
will be awarded for innovations
in teaching methods. Through all
of these investments, Obama
hopes to advance the learning of
future American citizens.
Currently, the most heated issue
in America is health care. Obama
has issued the Children’s Health
Insurance Policy, which will
allocate $20 billion over the next
10 years to 11 million children
who do not qualify for Medicaid
and whose parents cannot afford
private health insurance. The
ARRA offers money for health
insurance as well, to 7 million
unemployed Americans
nationwide. The Recovery Act
provides $19 billion for
computerized medical records,
reducing long term costs, and
billions of dollars for research,
technology, and training a
healthcare workforce. Most
importantly, variations of a
healthcare overhaul bill, largely
based on Obama’s proposals, are
circulating the Congressional
floors, one of which may be
agreed upon and passed as early
as January 2010.
The ARRA contains measures to
combat the adverse
environmental effects of green
house gas emissions. Provisions
include $11 billion for a renewable
energy grid, $6 billion for states’
green energy endeavors, and $1
billion in green job training. For
the first time in over a decade,
cars’ fuel efficiency standards will

be increased for 2011 models. On
Earth Day, President Obama
unearthed a plan to experiment
with cheaper and more efficient
ways to capture wind, solar, and
hydroelectric forces on the Outer
Continental Shelf. While not the
top priority of the Obama
Administration, cleaning up the
environment is of great
importance to the President.
Poverty was an issue not
overlooked by the ARRA. Under
this act, $20 billion will be used
for food stamps and food banks
and $4 billion will be used for job
training. Unemployment
Insurance payments were
increased by $25/week. Child Tax
Credits are being given to
impoverished families with
children. True to his campaign
promises, tax breaks will be
applied to 95% of working class
families, with $150 billion total in
tax cuts for middle income homes.
Being President of the United
States of America is one of the
few jobs with no breaks. Obama
has done much in his first year as
President. Some things have
improved, like foreign relations
and wars abroad. Long term
investments in lower income
families, education, and the
environment have been
prioritized. Many policies are
being changed, like ideas about
civil rights and health care. The
next three years will be a true test
of Barack Obama’s presidential
prowess, and, in November of
2012, America will decide whether
he was good enough to earn him
four years in office..

Point-Counterpoint: Should NWC Eliminate February Break in Favor of a Long Weekend?
Cntr-pnt: Feb Break Gives Opportunities to Enjoy Winter
Some of us are lying in the sand
with warm rays of sun heating
our backs while we listen to the
pounding waves on the shore.
Others of us are on our skis and
snowboards, laughing with our
friends, and enjoying the
exhilaration of zooming down
the snowy slopes. Sounds like
your typical February vacation,
right? Unfortunately, this week
will no longer be part of our
school calendar beginning the
2010-2011 school year. Instead,
we will have a four day weekend
and three days of school that we
would typically have off. Most
students work extra hard
through midterm week and the
following weeks, so a week off is
greatly appreciated. It is a way to
get refreshed after feeling stressed
and exhausted from all the
ongoing activities and academics.
A good vacation helps us get
back to feeling our best.
Not only school work, but the
winter season itself, wears people
down. One 2001 study by
Torsheim and Wold showed that
students with high levels of
school-related stress had higher
chances of physical problems
such as weekly headaches,
abdominal pain, dizziness, and
other related symptoms. Another
study in 2008 by Hjern and
others showed that school
stressors, and schoolwork
pressure were associated with
psychological complaints such as
sadness and other psychosomatic
pains. In fact, studies have been
done comparing vacations and

stress levels. Brooks Gump, Ph.D,
professor of psychology at
Oswego concluded that,
“Skipping vacations could
actually be dangerous to our

mountsnow-dewtour.com

By Elizabeth Allen

The sun rises over Mount Snow in
West Dover VT, a very popular ski
destination for February vacation.
health. Vacations have protective
effects because they help you
reduce your load of stress.”
As senior Nia Harris says,
“School can be overwhelming
and stressful, but with February
break, students take time to relax
a little, have fun, and catch up on
work.”
Mrs. Williamson, the principal of
Northwest Catholic High School
said, “By taking away February
vacation, our hope is that
students will be able to get out of
school earlier in June before it
gets too hot and allowing more
recreation time and vacation time
for students and families.”
However, for many students,
February vacation is the only

week they get to enjoy winter
recreational activities such as
skiing. These are vacation
activities that could not be
enjoyed in an extra three days of
summer.
Vacations provide a time for
strengthening bonds with both
family and friends. With all the
demand of busy schedules,
students spend less and less time
with their families. Having this
week of vacation provides
students with valuable family
time, when they can enjoy each
others’ company. For parents
whose employment is busiest
during the warmer months, the
prime opportunity they have for a
vacation with family would be
done in winter, such as February
break.
Shortening the vacation week
also limits the ability to travel:
people are less likely to purchase
airline tickets for a four day
weekend trip, rather than the full
week of vacation.
Mr. Ronald Swanson, World
History and Latin teacher at
NWCHS said, “February
vacation is when the History
Department has had its trip to
Europe. That’s a reason not to get
rid of it!”
When addressing the reasons for
change, Mrs. Williamson stated,
“I guess my point is – there is no
perfect system.” But studies show
that having a full week vacation in
February does help reduce stress,
provides for quality family and
friend time, allows for enjoyment
of winter recreational activities.
To the NWC community, the
better system seems evident.

Pt: Summer Vacation Starts Earlier
By Cara Ledwidge
The West Hartford Board of
Education has decided that the
February vacation for the 20102011 school year will be cut short.
Although many suggest that this
minor change will be an
interference with the school
schedule, it will not be. The
vacation will only be reduced
from five days to a four-day
weekend. This decision was made
to create “optimal educational
experiences, to reflect input from
educators, and to closely align
with suggested guidelines,”
according to the Board. This
decision has more positive effects
than negative ones. For example,
the school year will end five days
earlier in June than in recent
years. Also, athletes have to go to
practice anyway during that
week, meaning that most of them
are not able to go away on
vacation. One student mentioned,
“We’ll be at school anyway for
practice, and I am obligated to go
to practice every day during that
week so I do not go on vacation
then.” There are also some
negative effects that this decision
will have on our school. One
major effect is that there will not
be enough time for the February
History Department trip. This
trip falls at a convenient time for
those students who are not
usually able to go on other trips
during the year such as HILL
trips or the Music Department
trips. Although, if these trips were
rescheduled to after the school
year, then more athletes would be
able to go because there are no

practice conflicts. Another
argument is that February
vacation saves money, but
according to Mrs. Williamson,
“There are probably not a lot of
savings because the school is open
for the offices and events
anyway.” Some say February
break provides the benefit of
having students being away from
each other for a week of flu
season. But NWC actually gets
quite a lot of time off compared
to other schools. Some private
schools go to school on
Saturdays and southern schools
finish the year in May, but then
are back in session in early
August. One of the main reasons
that the Board decided to enact
this four-day weekend was
because it felt that the year ended
too late in June. With the cut, the
school year will now end around
June 18, depending on the
number of snow days. This
earlier date allows families to go
on vacations during June. Not to
mention that February break
actually creates conflict for
families with children in two
different schools because most
schools in Connecticut have
different dates for February
vacations. Only as next year
progresses will students know
how much the lack of February
vacation will affect them. This
decision was made with students
in mind and will allow them to get
out of school earlier and enjoy
their longer summer. But as for
the 2009-2010 school year,
students should enjoy all the
benefits of break for now,
because it will be their last.
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Northwest Catholic High’s History Continues Almost Fifty Years Later
The official dedication of
Northwest Catholic High School
was held on September 24, 1961
with the Auxiliary Bishop of
Hartford, the Most Reverend
John F. Hackett, D.D. officiating.
The first students walked into a
brand new high school
containing thirty regular
classrooms, special facilities for
commercial courses, and science
laboratories. A chapel, a library, a
cafeteria, a large gymnasium and
an auditorium were also included
in the school.
The late Father Bradford Colton
led the school during its founding
years. Remembered as a caring
principal and a stern task-maker,
this principal was loved by all of
his students. He was there for his
students when they needed him
and brought counseling and
teaching to all. He was full of
energy and interesting stories.
Before his death, he had lunch
with the administration here at
Northwest where he shared his

vivid and amusing stories from
the early years of our school. He
admitted himself that he was a
stern disciplinarian back in the
day. With a twinkle in his eye, he
reminisced about students,
teachers and coaches, showing
clearly that Northwest Catholic
High School held a special place
in his heart. He shall always be
held in a special place in the heart
of Northwest Catholic High
School’s staff, faculty, alumni and
students as the first principal of
our wonderful school.
Margaret Williamson now
follows in the footsteps of Father
Colton. In years past she has just
been our principal, but this year
she also takes on the job of Chief
Administrator. As the Principal
and Chief Administrator of our
school, she takes on many tasks
and loves every minute of it. “I
get up happy every day because I
believe in what I am doing,” said
Mrs. Williamson. Describing her
responsibilities this year Mrs.
Williamson said she handles more
internal and external affairs.

These include alumni relations,
long-term planning and funding
for the school. She also has more
tasks like running the annual

Michelle M. Murphy

By Teddie Mucha

Father Bradford Colton
fund, budgeting, and making
financial aid decisions.
Mrs. Williamson has a more
direct role in many areas now
that she is also the Chief
Administrator. For example, last
year she had a more indirect role
in how the budget would be
spent. She would voice her
concerns and ideas and someone

else would take them into
account, but make whatever
decision he deemed best. This
year is just the opposite. She is the
one who controls the budget and
listens to suggestions made by
other people.
However without the close knit
team she is a part of, she would
not be able to accomplish as
much as she does. With the help
of people such as Mr. Callahan
and Mr. Cusson, she is able to
keep our school running
smoothly.
With Mrs. Williamson as
Principal and Chief
Administrator we can look
forward to great years to come.
Currently Mrs. Williamson is very
excited about Northwest
Catholic’s Fiftieth Anniversary
coming up next year. She says it
will be a special year for everyone.
She looks forward to making it
exceptional for the alumni, the
students, the faculty and the staff.
Continuing our sports programs
and expansion of our Fine and
Performing Acts Department are

Graduating Class of ’10 Scores Highest in Northwest History
By Rosa Park
Three years have flown by. Today,
the class of 2010 “dominates” the
school as seniors, especially in
academics. This year, College
Board designated 25 students as
AP Scholars—the highest number
in school history—based on their
excellent performance in the May
AP Exams. Sixteen of these
students were named “AP
Scholar,” achieving a minimum
average grade of 3.00 on three or
more exams. 6 were “AP Scholars
with Honor,” earning a minimum
average grade of 3.25 and a grade
of 3 or more on at least 4 exams.
three were designated “AP
Scholars with Distinction,”
achieving a minimum average
grade of 3.5 and a grade of at
least 3 or higher on 5 or more
exams. Moreover, seven seniors
were recognized by the National
Merit Scholarship Program for
their outstanding performance on
the PSATs. Luke Pelton, Caroline

Garger, Alexis Dahlem, and Emily
Peters were recognized as
National Merit Commended
Students. Also, Joel Adifon was
named Outstanding Participant in
the National Achievement
Scholarship Program, and Kelsey
Vega received Honorable Mention
in the National Hispanic
Recognition Program. Meanwhile,
Michael Deneen was chosen as
one of 16,000 semifinalists in the
National Merit Program. Deneen
was also named Governor’s
Scholar, as one of 30 students in
Connecticut to receive this honor.
Michael is now the fourth student
in school history to be recognized
with this prestigious honor. In
the Governor’s Scholar Program,
each high school in the state
annually selects a student to
apply to be a “governor’s
scholar,” based on his or her
GPA, position within the class,
PSAT or SAT scores, and essay.
The board of judges picks
students with the highest number

of total points regarding the four
categories. Deneen succeeds not
only in his academics but also his
extracurricular activities. He is a
member of the National Honor
Society, as well as the Swimming
and Cross Country teams.
Moreover, he was one of the
founding members of
Northwest’s Unified Sports
Volleyball Team. However,
Deneen is not the only “balanced”
student in the class. As a whole,
the seniors are particularly
engaged in not only academics
but also in school life. This
balance between grades and
activities, and strong
recommendations from teachers
contributed to acceptances to
competitive colleges, such as
Georgetown, Notre Dame, and
Cornell. The students “are highly
involved with high aspirations,”
said Academic Dean, Mr. Cusson.
“They are a high achieving class,
successful in all different areas” as
reflected by the recent Christmas

concert, fall play, and outstanding
athletic performances. With the
aid of the seniors, the girl’s soccer
team won the Class M State
Championships, while the boys’
football team was named runnerup in the State Championships.
On the cross country team, senior
Nico Greco set high standards in
the 5K race. Meanwhile, in the
wake of the winter sports’ season,
the school looks forward to the
all-senior 4 x 2 relay, which
competed in the Nike Indoor
Nationals last year. These seniors
“are supportive of not just their
own classmates but younger
students as well,” Principal and
Chief Administrator,
Mrs.Williamson, commented.
“They are cooperative and take
initiatives for the school….I’m
proud of what was
accomplished” not only in
academics, “but also in activities,
general school support, and
enthusiasm,” praised Mrs.
Williamson.

Veterans Educate Northwest Catholic Students on Veteran’s Day
This past Veterans Day,
November 11, 2009, Northwest
Catholic High School, along with
all West Hartford public schools,
decided to keep school in session
for this memorable day rather
than allowing the students to take
the day off. The reasoning behind
this change in schedule was that
Northwest Catholic High School
administrators wanted to let their
students have an opportunity to
be informed on why this day took
place and help the students realize
the importance of the people that
protect their country.
Administrators wanted to
promote a love for the United
States that would strengthen our
nation especially during a time of
war and when various political
decisions are being made. John
Mastro ’68 (also a graduate of St.
Brigid School in West Hartford),
Michael Critz ’71, and Scott
Pearsall, NWC Alumni Parent
(Jacob Pearsall ’08) graced the
Northwest community with their
presence on Veterans Day and
agreed to tell their stories and the
personal experiences they have

had in the line of duty. John
Mastro ’68 volunteered for
military service in 1970, serving
four years active and nine years
of active reserve duty in the

Mrs. Montoney

By Kathleen McCormack

Army. His branch was Military
Intelligence, serving as a tactical
intelligence analyst, as well as a
door observer/gunner on a
special operations helicopter. It
took thirty-seven years for John
Mastro ’68 to be recognized for

the courage he showed in
Vietnam. He was deservedly
honored with the Bronze Star
(with V for valor) and the Air
Medal for his time that was
served. The delay of the
acknowledgments that Mastro
’68 finally received did not
diminish his gratitude one bit.
Michael Critz ’71 (Captain,
Retired USN) is a thirty year
veteran of the Navy, graduating
from RPI in the NROTC
program. Critz ’71 earned his
aviator wings as a helicopter pilot
and served on a variety of ships,
he was deployed to almost every
ocean and sea of the world. He
commanded a helicopter
squadron in San Diego, and in
the later years of his career he
taught Joint Military Operations
at the Naval War College in
Newport, Rhode Island. Michael
Critz’ 71 also commanded the
NROTC unit at the University of
Arizona. He retired in 2005, but
continues to teach at the Naval
War College. Scott Pearsall, NWC
Alumni Parent (Jacob Pearsall
’08) served thirty-three years of
active duty in Air Force Special
Operations. His tours of service

include Vietnam, Bosnia, Kosovo,
Desert Storm in Kuwait, and
Afghanistan among others. For
his courageous acts he was
awarded the Bronze Medal with
V for valor. Now retired with the
rank of Senior Master Sergeant,
Scott Pearsall currently works as
a Construction Project Manager
for the Department of Defense.
The assembly that was held for
the students of Northwest
Catholic was a very positive
experience in which the students
got a sense of what courage and
bravery really means. As the three
veterans shared their stories this
past November 11, 2009, the
students found a great
appreciation for what they have
done and even what they are still
doing today. The utmost respect
and appreciation was given to the
veterans that were willing to come
and grace the young students of
Northwest Catholic High School
with their presence. Based on the
life changing lessons the
Northwest community received
from this assembly, it would be
safe to say that Veterans Day
2010 will be celebrated in the same
way.

also of interest and excitement for
Mrs. Williamson. Academics are
also changing. Classes are
constantly being refined to give us
the best education we can receive
as students. Moving forward in
every aspect of the Northwest
Community is something Mrs.
Williamson cannot stop smiling
about.
From Father Bradford Colton to
current Principal and Chief
Administrator, Margaret
Williamson, from a fledgeling
school just starting out to an
amazing school, that incredibly
has room for improvement,
Northwest Catholic High School
has been in great hands.

National Honor
Society Inducts 63
New Members
Northwest Catholic is proud
to welcome sixty-three new
members into the St. Thomas
Aquinas Chapter of the NHS.
Molly Berning
Rachel Bournique
Dillon Bowen
Francis Butler
Katherine Butler
Matthew Carlson
Mara Case
David Chen
Yun Jei Cho*
Maggie Clapis*
Shannon Crawford
Devin Daly
Jaclyn Diaz
Erin Drusedum
John Fitzpatrick
Ryan Geelan
Ryan Gilmour
Thomas Gollenberg
Patrick Graham
Jordan Greenberg
Sharon Grimshaw
Emily Janusko
Dante Jeanfelix
Abigail Johnson
Lyne-Saddlie Joseph
Ryan Juliano*
Patrick Kearney*
Daniel Kowalczyk
Christopher Kuhlberg
Robert Kunkel
Michael Laffin
Alessandra Lamari
Claire Looney
Kayla Maciejewski*
Julia Mansolillo
Melissa Martucci
Haley Massie
Dionne May
Brendan McCormick
Alexandra McKenzie
Katherine Molloy
Sean Morris
Theodora Mucha
Thomas Noll
Kathleen O’Hara
Sung Yun Park
Meghan Peterson
Nicole Poirier
Mark Powojski
Sarah Purple
Pawel Rybka
Kathleen Schuppe
Cara Seward
Chris Sherer
Olivia Skalski
Melissa Soutar
Brynn Stoecklin
John Sullivan
Amanda Tronchin
Brandon Xing
Zitao Ye*
Kelly Yorio
* indicates seniors
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Weaver High School, was named
to the All-Tournament Team.
Sophomores Tyler Huffman, and
Zach Lewis, and junior JC Carr
all contribute in their roles. With
the talent of the new players and
the experience of the upper
classmen, the team is ready to
build on the success of last year.
Helping in the success of the
boy’s basketball program is

first game of the season against
Middletown ready to show off all
of their hard work and
With the challenge of being in a
preparation. Both teams fought
new conference, the 6-2
their hardest throughout the
Northwest Boys’ Basketball Team
entire game, but the intensity
is trying harder than ever to
really seemed to build up in the
maintain their status as a winning
fourth quarter when last second
team. Senior captains Tom
shots were made on both sides of
Bourdon, Julian Harris, and
the court. One of these nail-biting
Jordan Lewis are leading the way
baskets included Kuran Iverson’s
as the boys enter the season with
three-pointer
boldness and
which tied the
determination. When asked
game up with only
about his team’s goals for
11 seconds left to
the season, Jordan Lewis
play. The boys
confidently said, “Simple,
unfortunately did
to treat every game as if it
end up losing after
was the last and to push
Middletown’s
every player to be the best
Taeshaun Jackson
they can be.” These wise
scored with two
words fuel the team as they
seconds on the
begin their season in the
clock, making the
new CCC West.
final score 68-66
Some teams the boys will
Middletown. The
encounter this season
team immediately
include New Britain,
began analyzing
Bulkeley, Windsor, and of
every good and
course rival East Catholic.
bad detail from the
All of these match-ups are
game, hoping to
must-see games for the
improve any flaws
season. The boys were
and utilize any
especially anxious to play
advantages. After
Bulkeley, who defeated
considering these
them in the semi-final
different aspects,
round of last year’s state
they came out
tournament. Northwest got
strong in their
their revenge in a 70-66 win Captain Julian Harris goes up for the dunk against Hall.
second game of the
over the 2009 state
season against Hall, with the final
champions on January 2nd, Coach Coach John Mirabello, who uses
Mirabello’s 400th win.
his knowledge of the game to
score of 69-47 marking a
The Northwest varsity team
improve each of his players. His
satisfying victory for the Indians.
consists of several player types,
intense practices help the players
Now that their winning streak
ranging from freshmen to seniors. to not only grow as individuals,
has started, the team will
One notable addition to this
but also as a team. The captains
continually work hard to keep it
year’s team is 6’ 8” freshman
appreciate Coach Mirabello’s
going. With some tough games
stand-out Kuran Iverson. The
ability to push them to be great
ahead, the boys hope that the
team also benefits from senior
players as well as great people.
Belly of the Beast will be back this
Julian Harris who, after playing
Keeping that in mind, the
year, louder than ever, to support
in the Doc Hurley Tournament at
Northwest boys went into their
them in their effort to win.
Billy Battaglia

Northwest Catholic Enjoys Fall Playoff Successes
By Haley Derlinga and Leanne
Oleasz
With a final record of 18-2-1,
Northwest Catholic Girls Soccer
finished the season with historic
success. The Indians won their
first State Championship title in a
long struggle against Suffield
High.
Although the season started off
with a very close loss to Hall, the
girls quickly got into a winning
streak, defeating East Catholic,
Farmington, Southington, New
Britain, and Platt. The team lost
once more to Hall, but again beat
rival Farmington in overtime.The
girls were back in their stride,
beating New Britain once again,
and winning an action-packed
game against Conard. With a
record of 12-2, the rest of the
season leading up to the State
Championship is a blaze of
victory for the NWC girl’s soccer
team. They earned a high seed in
the state tournament and worked
their way deeper into the playoffs.
The girls overcame St. Joe’s in a
huge semi-final round victory
with a score of 4-1. Junior Regan
Bosnyak and senior Alex Iovine
had two goals each.
Coach Sadler says that, “There
were so many great moments, but
if I had to pick one, it was the win
as a whole against St. Joe’s. They
were the two-time defending
champs and nobody gave us a
chance… a close 2nd would have
to be beating Farmington at
Tunxis Mead in Farmington
under the lights for the first time
in forever.”

As Northwest went into the State
Championship, they were going
against four-time Girls soccer
champions, Suffield, who had a
record of 18-0-1, in comparison
to the NWC record of 18-2-0. The
score prediction for the game,
according to iTeams at
courant.com, was Suffield 3,
Northwest Catholic 1.
Despite these seemingly
overwhelming odds, the girls
fought hard for a scoreless game.
After two rounds of overtime, the
game was declared a tie, and
Northwest Girls Soccer earned
their first State Championship.
On entering the Central
Connecticut Conference for the
first time this year, the Northwest
Catholic High School football
team was excited about the
challenge the CCC presented, and
felt prepared for their debut. The
team’s advance to the State
Championship in December
brought them farther than any
football team in Northwest
history. Facing rainy, wet, and
slippery weather conditions
during the championship game,
the Indians fought hard, but the
Hyde Leadership School of
Hamden brought the Northwest
season to a close with a loss,
finishing with a 10-2 record.
Although disappointed by the
loss, the Indians were able to
achieve their goal of reaching
their first-ever championship
game in a great season. The
season was more successful than
they could have imagined.
Led this year by senior captains
Justin Strid, Jack Hayes, Jack

Murphy, and Nick Calitri, the
team had a strong base of
support in these key players. All
four captains had played football
all four years at Northwest, and
they, as well as other members of
the team, had even played
together before their high school
careers began. Although this
contributed to the team’s success,
captain Strid stated that the
team’s successes this year came
from a combination of the years
they had played together, as well
as the coaching staff. Captain
Hayes shared similar sentiments,
saying that the whole team
worked hard and gave all they
had in every game. “Everyone had
heart,” Hayes said, “everyone
wanted to reach states.” In
addition, senior standouts Justin
Strid, Jack Hayes, Alex Filomeno,
Lucas Tyler, Kevin O’Toole, Nick
Calitri, Ted Terrion, and
Gershawn Richam-Odoi were
named to the All-Conference
Team.
Although reaching states was a
major accomplishment for the
team, captain Hayes feels that the
game against Ansonia in the semifinals, where Northwest pulled a
24-0 win over the team, was the
highlight of a phenomenal
season.
The Northwest Catholic
community is extremely proud of
the successes of both teams, and
especially congratulates the senior
athletes for their hard work and
leadership. There is much to look
forward to in both programs
with the return of many key
underclassmen.

XC Star Runs at High Level
By EmmaKate Mortillaro

State Open, he broke the school
record for the 5K with a time of
16:25 which merited him twelfth
place at the CIAC Sate Open. His
twelfth place finish qualified him
for the New England
Championship. Nico considers
qualifying for New England’s to
be his top achievement. He ran a
17:00 in the 5K and placed 29th
out of 266 other runners from all
over the region. Besides his crosscountry success, he anchored the
4 X 8 indoor track relay team that
also broke a school record.
Being captain for his first time
this year, Nico’s role on the team
changed from last year. He took
on a greater responsibility and
realized that many of the
underclassmen looked up to him
for motivation to continue to
work hard and accomplish their
own goals. Although he was a
quiet captain, he did a great job
leading the rest of his team by
example. His coach, Mr. Fletcher,
said, “Nico Greco is, bar none,
one of the hardest working
student/athletes that I have had
the pleasure of coaching in my 25
years. His determination on the
XC course is only eclipsed by his
hard work in the classroom. The
Northwest community should be
proud to have such a dedicated
and gifted person who professes
team over the individual.”
In the spring season, Nico will
focus on improving his already
remarkable times. This will all be
in preparation for the next level at
college where he plans on
continuing to run. He hopes to
attend Fordham in the fall and to
compete there. Indeed, Nico
Greco is streaking toward a
successful collegiate career, having
closed a successful run here.

A successful cross-country career
requires perseverance and
dedication, qualities that Nico
Greco, ’10, has exhibited over his
past four years at Northwest. He
began his senior cross-country
season on a very positive note.
Achieving many of his own goals,
he broke several records this
season. This didn’t necessarily
come easily for him though, as it
took many “long runs over the
summer” to get to where he is
now. He reportedly, “Ran fortyfive to sixty miles a week and
gradually increased [his] mileage
as the weeks went on.” All this
hard work certainly paid off and
is apparent in Nico’s impressive
results. He followed up his junior
year All State performance with a
second All State as well as All
Courant Selection. This is quite
an accomplishment considering
the heightened level of
competition of the Central
Connecticut Conference, which
Northwest just joined this year.
Towards the beginning of the
cross country season, Nico made
himself known among his
competitors by coming in first
place at the Blue Dragon
Invitational with a time of
16:30.51 in the 5K, setting a new
course record. In his freshman
year, he ran a 3K at the same
invitational in the JV race and
came in fourth with a time of
15:46. This incredible
improvement shows just how far
Nico has grown over his past
four years at Northwest. The
Captain ran 16:41 in the 5K at the
Class S State Divisional
Championship, earning him third
place. The following week at the

Swim Team Bursts off the Blocks
By Kate Molloy
The 2009-2010 Northwest
Catholic Swim Team is full of
spirit as they begin their new
season with thirteen new
members and two new coaches.
This year’s new coaches are head
coach, Spencer Hartmann, and
assistant coach, Melanie Savelli.
The returning diving coach is
John Helm. The team will be led
by four team captains Michael
Deneen, Ryan Thompson, Taylor
Fusco-Ruiz, and Kelsey Sumple.

Taylor Fusco-Ruiz

NWC Boys’ Basketball Challenges CT’s Best
By Katie Beaule

Sarah Merkel shows a fine dive.
The captains are all seniors who
have been on the team since their
freshman year. They have been
leading the team in dry land
workouts since the beginning of
the school year and now continue
their training in the pool. The
team practices at the Farmington

Valley YMCA in Granby,
however, their home meets will be
held at St. Joseph College in West
Hartford.
The team is energized for this
year’s season in the new, more
competitive conference (the
CCC). “We have been training
extremely hard since day one of
practice, and we hope to see
positive results during meets and
especially during states,” says
captain Ryan Thompson.
The team works hard every day
swimming at least 5000 yards at
practice. The coach is pushing
every swimmer so that each
athlete will reach their full
potential. They are working
harder than ever to improve their
performances. With three
returning divers and one new
diver the diving team also expects
a successful season.
Spectators admire the focus that
each swimmer and diver
possesses as they prepare for
their events. Fans watch as
swimmers from various teams
race side by side and also race
against the clock to beat their
own personal records. The
intensity progresses as the
swimmers get closer and closer to
their final lap. By the end of the
race, fans are on their feet
watching intently to see who will
finish first.
Almost every race is lost or won
by a few seconds, sometimes even
by a fraction of a second. This
season should be very exciting for
the team members and spectators,
and Northwest looks forward to
the coming success in the pool.
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Girls’ Basketball Shoots to be Champions Girls’ Track Races to Finish

Bill Harris

“Our goal is to ultimately win a
state championship, but along the
way we strive to bond as a team
and to make each other better,”
says Faith Gilbert, one of the
four captains of the girls’
basketball team. Leading the
team this season are captains
Jenniqua Bailey, Uju Nwankwo,
Allison Mullings and Gilbert. All
four are determined and
committed to winning. The girls
have played only two games so
far this season but have been
successful in both, winning
against Bristol Eastern with a
score of 55-30 and Simsbury with
a score of 68-37. The team wants
to have similar success in the near
future.
Two of our Northwest Catholic
senior captains have had
incredible accomplishments both
on the court and in the classroom
reflected in their signing of letters
to play in Division I basketball
next year in college. Mullings, a
guard, will be playing for Siena
College in Loudonville, New York
and Nwankwo, a forward, will be
playing for the New Jersey
Institute of Technology in
Newark, New Jersey. “The overall
outlook for the season is that we
have the potential of being one of
the best teams in the state; we just
have to play like it,” says an

Senior Ally Mullings dribbles up the
court in NWC’s new black jersies.
they can win. Bailey feels that she
wants to lead “the squad to the
conference championship, and
win the state title.” The girls have
a very positive outlook for the
season as they work together to
achieve these championship goals.
“Our favorite part about being

Boys’ Hockey Wins in Exciting Style
By Ryan Gilmour

John Crouch

The Northwest Catholic hockey
team started their 2009-2010
season with a belly full of fire and
some unfinished business from
last season. After losing in the
semi-final playoff game last year,
the Indians are settling for no less
than a state championship this

Junior Taylor Waybright maneuvers
up the ice to score the winning goal.
season. To achieve this goal of a
state title, the team worked hard
in their preseason workouts,
running and doing all that they
could to prepare for the
upcoming season. The young
team is under the strong
leadership of its three senior
captains: Matt Rode, Tim
Waltman, and Zack Boorman.
These team leaders carry the team
in their experience from last
season and a total of six seniors
lead a rather young team with few
juniors. Despite this potential lack
of experience, when asked about
how well he thinks his team will
do this season, Senior Captain
Matt Rode stated, “I expect us to
make it to the state finals and

have a good chance to win it with
our offensive power.” The offense
displayed its might in a 5-4
victory over Enfield. This game
was truly a jaw-dropping contest
which was finished in an equally
dramatic manner. The Indians
were down by one goal and in the
final ninety seconds of the game,
they scored two goals. Northwest
junior, Taylor Waybright,
clinched the game in the final 1.1
seconds with an unimaginably
remarkable shot. The Northwest
team and fans alike went ballistic
after Waybright lit the lamp for
the game winner, devastating the
Enfield players and supporters. If
this stunning victory tells us one
thing, it tells us that this is not a
team that gives up, they will not
go down easily, and they will
never go down without a fight. In
the last few minutes of the game,
the team remained strong and the
starting line of Boorman, Rode,
and Waybright got the job done
when it counted most. These
three players are a fantastic trio
known around the state for their
attacks on the net and their great
chemistry. The three of them
contributed to every goal scored
against Enfield and had a stellar
grand total of five assists and
four goals. This game is already in
the running for best finish of any
game this season, and it was only
the first game of Northwest’s
long season. Northwest’s hockey
team is supported heavily by an
enthusiastic and devoted group
of “Northwest Hockey
Superfans,” led proudly by Senior
Jason Moore. Always wearing the
black tee-shirts, this
rambunctious group of students
goes to all of the games, home
and away. It would be great to
have the “Superfans” grow to
include most of the student body
this year so be sure to make your
way to a hockey game this
exciting 2009-2010 season.

captains is being the backbone of
the squad, pumping each other
up, making sure the team is
united, putting everyone in check,
and making sure everyone is on
that ‘Grit, Grind!’” says
Nwankwo.
The motto “Grit Grind” is this
year’s team motto and can be
found on the back of their team’s
t-shirts. This motto not only
signifies the girls’ commitment to
work, but also their unity. The
girls love leading this team and
they are looking forward to many
more achievements in the future.
Under the strong leadership of
Coach Karl Herbert for varsity,
Coach Maureen Christ for junior
varsity and Coach Megan Willis
for the freshman team, the entire
program is poised for significant
success and is working hard each
and every day. Currently the
varsity team is ranked number
five in the state and hope to
continue to improve.
There are two freshmen players
who currently hold a position on
the varsity team this year, but
because there is such a deep
bench, “occasionally two more
are bumped up” which shows
that the program has a lot of
strength for not only this year
but also in the years to come. The
future looks bright for the team
and the girls look forward to a
very exciting upcoming season.

By Stephanie Koldras

hard, improve, and grow
athletically and emotionally as a
team,” said Harris. The main goal
that Coach Przech and the whole
team are aiming for is to win the
Class S State Championship. The
girls continue to work hard every
day at practice and are improving
more and more. The large
number of girls on the team
creates positive energy at practice
which motivates the girls to work
harder and get better. Harris feels
that out of all of the sports
Northwest has to offer, the girls’
indoor track team is not only the
biggest team but also the biggest
family. The girls have become very
close over the years and have
warmly welcomed each and every
one of their new teammates. All
of the support provided by their
“family” allows the athletes to
keep working hard each day.
Because the girls are so focused
on their own self-improvement, it
also helps improve the team as a
whole. There is a large amount of
success that the girls have to
compete against from the
previous track seasons, and the
team plans to do so in their
upcoming season. With the hard
work and determination that is
evident at their practices, the girls
strive to do their best and achieve
their goals. The next time you see
one of the girls sprint by you in
the hallway, please cheer them on.

The girl’s indoor track and field
team is off to a successful start as
they opened their season at the
New Haven Invitational. At their
first meet, senior captain, Kelsey
Marakovits, placed fourth overall
in shot put and senior, Camille
Charles, came in close behind,
finishing sixth overall in shot put.
Senior captains, Nia Harris and
Marakovits, led the team as
Coach Przech had expected.
These two captains participate in
different events, one is a
runnerand the other is a fielder,
but both do a great job in leading
their teammates and teaching
them various techniques. Harris
said her favorite part of being a
captain is having the
underclassmen look up to her.
She is willing to help them
improve in any way she can and
she loves being a role model. This
year, the team has more
participants than it has ever had.
There is a great mix of all grades
on the team. Coach Przech stated
that he has never had a team with
such a blend of inexperienced and
experienced runners but he thinks
that the season will be very
promising. Although the season
has just begun, the girls have set
goals for the team as well as
individual goals. “The goals for
the team are for everyone to work

NWC Boys’ Track Zooms to Another Successful Season
By Danielle Martin
The Northwest Catholic High
School boys’ indoor track team
has an undisputedly great
reputation. They have received
accolades and recognition from
numerous sources media outlets,
from WFSB Channel 3 to The
Hartford Courant. This year’s
boys’ team is no different from
those of the past.
Boys’ indoor track is separated
into nine divisions, which are then
broken down into teams. This
year’s senior 4 x 200 team,
composed of Ryan Siegel,
Trenton Jackson, Alden Jasper,
and Eric Kennedy, has been

previewed by The Hartford
Courant. The boys have been
running together for the past
three years and won the Class S
title for Boys Indoor Track last
year. This team has already
finished in first place at their first
meet this season.
The whole team has been
consistent in their hard work at
practices. They are renowned for
being seen sprinting through the
hallways and are even running
out in the cold winter weather
with dedicated Coach Jeffrey
Przech by their sides timing them.
The team will be competing in
meets all across the state, and
hopefully beyond. They will be

participating in the Wesleyan
Developmental, the CCC North
Developmental, the New Haven
Invitational, the Glastonbury
Developmental, the CCC
Developmental, the Hartford
Invitational, the Yale Invitational,
the Glastonbury Invite, the CCC
Invitational, the CCC Divisional
Meet, the CCC Championships,
the Class S Championships, the
State Open Championships, and
the New England
Championships. Last year the
team received an invitation to
Nike Indoor Championship
Meet. This year the boys have the
goal of achieving the same
accomplishment and even more.

Athlete of the Season: Jordan Lewis
By Joe McAndrews
Jordan Lewis, a senior point
guard, has been playing
basketball all his life, including
four years of varsity at NWC.
Coming from a family of NWC
basketball players (his brother
Zack is a sophomore), Jordan’s
hard work and consistent effort
has earned him the title of
captain. He will now lead his team
into a successful 2010 season.

season but also really push
yourself to better your game. I try
to make the offseason harder
than the season in order to make
the season easier and more
successful.

came together as a team to
overcome the court and pull out a
victory in front of our home fans.
Who has had the most positive
influence on your basketball career
at NWC?

What is your most memorable
NWC basketball experience?

How do you handle the
responsibilities of being a captain?
I try to lead this team just as the
teams of the past were led by
their captains. I never want to let
a teammate down, but with us all
pulling to support one another,
leading a team becomes much
easier.
Do you play other sports in the
offseason or do you focus on
basketball?
I focus 100% percent on
basketball. The offseason is an
interesting time because you want
to get plenty of rest from the

Billy Battaglia

enthusiastic Mullings. This is an
overall goal for the whole
program this winter as they
practice like a team who knows

By Sarah Visintainer

Jordan Lewis, one of the best pointguards in the state, scores a basket.
My most memorable NWC
basketball experience was starting
my first varsity home game
against East Catholic my
sophomore year. There were so
many people in the gym that the
floor had become so hot. It was
slippery and it felt as if we were
playing on an ice rink. We really

The person who has had the
most positive influence on my
basketball career at NWC is
definitely Coach Mirabello. For
the past four years he has taught
me so many things about being a
good point guard, leader,
teammate, and a person in
general. That’s what is so special
about Coach. A lot of coaches
boast about really caring about
their players, but Coach
Mirabello is truly the model of
that statement.
What do you think the legacy of
the class of 2010 will be?
I think the class of 2010 will be
remembered both for being great
basketball players and also great
people. I hope the legacy that the
class of 2010 leaves is a group
that was hard working, team
first, leaders, and winners.

